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BRAND: Tannoy
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WHITE GW

Price: R13,247.00

Description
TANNOY REVOLUTION XT-6 GLOSS WHITE GW BOOKSHELF SPEAKER
Combining a 150 mm (6 inch) multi-fibre cone with a 25 mm Linear PEI dome and
benefitting from the Torus-Ogive waveguide the REVOLUTION XT 6 driver is coupled
with a crossover using low loss laminated core inductors and audiophile components
throughout.
The 10.8 litre cabinet has REVOLUTION XT’s signature trapezoid shape and is
uniquely fitted with a miniature plinth in keeping with the larger floorstanding models.
The plinth serves to add low-down mass to the design, affording highly stable placement
on stands or shelves for the most accurate acoustic reproduction. Heavily constructed and
extensively braced, the cabinet has exceptionally low colouration further enhancing its
ability to communicate nuances and emotion of music. The REVOLUTION XT 6 is an
incredibly accurate mini-monitor for those who appreciate music presented with utmost
detail and texture.
FEATURES
2 way stand mount loudspeaker for small to medium sized rooms
Dual Concentric driver technology provides class-leading coherence and point-

source imaging
6” Dual Concentric driver delivers unrivalled musical articulation and outstanding
dynamics
Highly efficient 89 dB/Watt sensitivity and 240 Watt peak power handling deliver
breath-taking dynamics and realism
Magnetic grille mounts provide a smooth and uncluttered front baffle appearance
New Dual Omnimagnet motor delivers smoother bass performance with
exceptional transient attack
HF and LF drivers share single Omnimagnet optimising phase coherence for
natural and expansive sound
Innovative shallow Torus Ogive waveguide allows rapid wavefront expansion
improving high frequency directivity
Non-parallel trapezoidal cabinet disperses internal standing waves and reflections
for low colouration
Internal bracing provides extra cabinet rigidity for exceptionally tight and
controlled bass
Down-firing port reduces room boundary effects and facilitates easy loudspeaker
placement
Integral plinth provides exceptional stability
Performance
Recommended Amplifier Power (Watts RMS)
25 - 120
Continuous Power Handling (Watts Peak RMS)
60
Peak Power Handling (Watts)
240
Sensitivity (2.83 Volts @ 1m)
89 dB
Nominal Impedance (Ohms)
8
Frequency Response (-6dB)
46 Hz - 32 kHz
Drive Units

Dual Concentric™ High Frequency
25 mm (1”) Linear PEI dome with Torus Ogive WaveGuide and Omnimagnet technology
Dual Concentric™ Low Frequency
150 mm (6”) multi-fibre paper 44 mm (1.75”) voice coil
Crossover
Crossover Frequency
1.8 kHz
Crossover Type
Passive low loss 2nd order low pass, 1st order high pass
Construction
Enclosure Type
Downwards ported reflex
Volume
10.8 l (0.38 cu. ft.)
Dimensions H x W x D (incl. plinth)
400.5 x 221 x 302 mm (15.8 x 8.7 x 11.9”)
Net Weight
7.5 kg (16.4 lbs)
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